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Abstract:  In this paper we present and study two new class of functions called the Totally R*continuous 

function and Totally R*-Irresolute Functions. Furthermore we obtain some of their basic properties. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
        Continuity is one of the major research areas in Mathematical sciences. Many different forms of continuous 

functions have been introduced by Mathematicians over the years. Some of them are strongly continuous 

functions (Levine 1963), contra continuous functions (Dontchev1996), supra continuous functions (Mashhour 

1983) and Jain introduced the totally continuous functions in 1980. 

         A new class of generalized closed sets named R*-closed sets was introduced by C.Janaki and Renu 

Thomas in 2012.The purpose of this paper is to study a new type of continuity called the totally R*-continuity 

along with totally R*-irresolute functions. We further study some of its properties. 

Throughout this paper, the spaces X and Y always mean the topological spaces respectively. For A  X, the 

closure and the interior of A in X are denoted by cl(A) and int(A) respectively. Also the collection of all R*-

open subsets of X is denoted by R*O(X). 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 
Definition: 2.1. A subset A of a topological space (X, ) is called 

1. Semi open [5,13] if A  cl(int (A)) 

2. a regular open [3,17] if A = int(cl(A)) and regular closed [13] if A = cl(int(A)). 

The intersection of all regular closed subset of (X, ) containing A is called the regular closure of A and is 

denoted by rcl(A) . 

Definition: 2.2. [1] A subset A of a space (X, ) is called regular semi open set if there is a regular open set U 

such that U  A cl(U). The family of all regular semi open sets of X is denoted by RSO(X). 

Lemma: 2.3. [7] In a space (X, ), the regular closed sets, regular open sets and clopen sets are regular semi 

open. 

Definition: 2.4. A subset of a topological space (X, ) is called 

1. a regular generalized (briefly rg-closed ) [15] if cl(A)   U whenever A U and U is regular open in 

X. 

2. a generalized pre regular closed[8] (briefly gpr-closed) [3] if pcl(A)   U whenever A U and U is 

regular open in X. 

3. a regular weakly generalized closed[13] (briefly rwg-closed) [9] if cl(int(A))   U whenever A U 

and U is regular open in X. 

4. a regular generalized weak closed [17] (briefly rgw-closed) [14] if cl(int(A))   U whenever A U 

and U is regular semi open in X. 

5. a regular w-closed (briefly rw-closed) [1] if cl(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U  and U is regular semi open in 

X.   

The complements of the above mentioned closed sets are their respectively open set. 

Definition: 2.5. [10] A subset A of a space (X, ) is called R*-closed if rcl(A)   U whenever  

A  U and U is regular semi open in (X, ) .We denote the set of all R*- closed sets in (X, ) by R*C(X). 

Definition: 2.6.[11] A subset of a topological space (X, ) is said to be a R*-  if for each pair of distinct points 

x and y of X, there exist R*-open subsets U and V in X such that x  U and y  V and U∩V = .  

Definition: 2.7. A function f: (X, )  is called 

1. totally continuous[9] if the inverse image of every open subset of  Y is a clopen subset of  X. 

2. regular set connected[6,14] if  (V) is clopen  in X for every  regular open subset V of  Y. 

3. quasi irresolute[16] if the inverse image of every clopen subset of Y is clopen in X. 
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4. semi totally -continuous [2] if every  f
−1

 (V) is clopen  in X for every semi  open set V in Y. 

5. totally irresolute [19] if the inverse image of every open subset of Y is clopen in X.                                      

Definition2.8. A function f: (X, )  is called 

1. R*- continuous [10] if the inverse image of every closed subset of Y is R*-closed in X. 

2. R*-irresolute [10] if the inverse image of every R*-closed subset of Y is R*-closed in X. 

3. contra R*-continuous[11] if the inverse image of every open set  in Y is  R*-closed in X. 

4. almost contra R*-continuous[11] if the inverse image of every regular open set of Y is R*-closed in X. 

 

III. TOTALLY R*- CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
Definition: 3.1. A function f: X  Y is totally R*- continuous if the inverse image of every open subset of Y 

is a R*-clopen subset of X. 

Theorem: 3.2. Every totally R*-continuous function is R*-continuous and contra R*-continuous. 

Proof: Obvious 

Remark: 3.3. Converse of the above theorem need not be true as seen in the following example. 

Example: 3.4.  Let X = {a, b, c} and   = { X,  ,{a},{b},{a, b},} and let Y= {a, b, c}              = 

{Y, ,{b},{c},{b, c}}. Let f: X →Y be defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = c ,f(c) = a.Here the inverse image of every 

open set of Y is R*-open in  X  but  not  R*- clopen in X.  Hence f is R*- continuous but not totally R*- 

continuous. 

 Remark: 3.5. Totally continuous function implies totally R*-continuous function but not conversely. 

Example: 3.6. Let X = {a, b, c, d}= Y and   = { X,  ,{a},{b},{d},{a, b},{a, d},{b, d},{a, b, d},{a, c, d}} 

and let   = {Y,  ,{b},{a, c, d }}. Let f: X →Y be defined by f(a) = d, f(b) = a, f(c) = b, f(d) = c, Here  f is 

totally R*-continuous function but not totally continuous.  

Remark: 3.7. Totally continuous function implies R* - continuous function but not conversely.                                                                                                                     

Example: 3.8. Let X = {a, b, c} =Y and   = {X, , {a},{c}, {a, b}{a, c}} and let  

 = {Y, ,{c},{a, b}}. Let f: X →Y be defined by f (a) = a, f (b) = c,f (c) = b .  

Here f is totally R*- continuous but not totally continuous.                                                                       

Theorem: 3.9. 

(a) Every totally R*- continuous mapping is totally rw-continuous. 

(b) Every totally R*- continuous mapping is totally rg-continuous. 

(c) Every totally R*- continuous mapping is totally rwg-continuous. 

(d) Every totally R*- continuous mapping is totally rgw-continuous. 

(e) Every totally R*- continuous mapping is totally gpr-continuous. 

Proof: Straight forward. 

Remark: 3.10. The converses of the above need not be true as shown by following examples. 

Example 3.11. Let X = {a, b, c, d} =Y and   = {X, , {a},{c, d}, {a, c, d}} and let  

 = {Y,  ,{b},{a, b, d}}. Let f: X →Y be an identity mapping. Here f is totally rgw-continuous and totally 

rwg-continuous but not totally R*- continuous. 

Example: 3.12. Let X = {a, b, c, d} =Y and   = {X, , {a},{c, d}, {a, c, d}} and let  

 = {Y,  ,{c},{a, c }}. Let f: X →Y be an identity mapping. The function is totally gpr continuous but not 

totally R*-continuous. 

Example: 3.13. Let X = {a, b, c, d} =Y and   = {X, , {a}, {b}, {a,b},{a, b, c},  

{a, b, d}} and let  = {Y,  ,{c},{d},{c, d}}. Let f: X →Y be an identity mapping. The function is totally 

rg and totally rw continuous but not totally R*-continuous. 

 

Figure 3.14. The above discussions are implicated in the following diagram.  
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Definition: 3.15. A subset A of a topological space (X, ) is called R*-connected if X cannot be written as the 

disjoint union of two non-empty R*-open subsets.                                                                                                                                  

Theorem: 3.16. If f is totally R*-continuous map from a R*-connected space X onto another Space Y then 

Y is an indiscrete space. 

Proof: Suppose Y is not an indiscrete space. Let A be a proper non-empty open subset of Y. Since f is 

totally R*-continuous. (A) is proper non-empty R*-clopen subset of X. Then X = (A) ( (A))
c 

. 

Hence X is a union of   two non-empty disjoint R*-open subsets. This is a contradiction. Thus Y is an 

indiscrete space.  

 Theorem: 3. 17. A space X is R*-connected if every totally R*-continuous function from a space X into 

any  space Y is a constant map. 

Proof: Suppose f: X  Y is totally R*-continuous function. Let Y be a  space. Suppose f is not a constant 

map, Then we choose two points x and y in X such that f(x) f(y).Since Y is a  space and f(x) and f(y) 

are distinct points of Y, then there exist an open set G say in Y containing f(x) but not f(y).Now (G) is 

R*-clopen subset of X since f is totally R*-continuous. Thus x (G) and y (G). Now X 

= (G) ( (G))
c
 which is the union of two non-empty R*-clopen subsets of  X. Hence X is not R*-

connected, which is a contradiction to our hypothesis. Thus f is a constant map.                                 

Theorem: 3.18. Let f: X  Y be totally R*-continuous and Y is a  space. If A is a non-empty R*-

connected subset of X then f(A) is a singleton. 

 Proof: Suppose f(A) is not a singleton.  Let f( ) =   A,  f( ) =   A. since     Y and Y is a  

space , then there exist an open set G in Y (say) containing   but not   Since f is totally R*-continuous, 

Then (G) is R*- clopen set containing  but not . Now X = (G) (G))
c
. Hence X is the 

union of two non-empty R*- open subsets, which is a contradiction. Thus f(A) is a singleton. 

Theorem: 3.19. Let f: X  Y be totally R*-continuous injection. If Y is  then X is R*- .  

Proof: Let x and y be any two distinct points of  X. Since f is an injection, then f(x)  f(y). Since Y is  , 

there exist an open subset V of Y containing f(x) but not f(y).Then x  (V) and y  (V). Since f is 

totally R*-continuous, then (V) is R*-clopen subset of X. Assume A = (V) and B = ( (V))
c
. Here 

A and B are two disjoint R*- open subsets of X containing x and y respectively. Hence X is R*-  space. 

 

IV. TOTALLY R*- IRRESOLUTE FUNCTIONS 
Definition: 4.1. A function f: X  Y is  

1. totally R*- irresolute if the inverse image of every R*- open subset of  Y is a  

R*-clopen subset of X. 

2. quasi R*- irresolute if the inverse image of every R*- clopen subset of  Y is a  

R*-clopen subset of X. 

3. contra R*- irresolute if the inverse image of every R*- open subset of  Y is a  

R*-closed subset of X. 

Theorem: 4.2.Every totally R*-irresolute function is R*-irresolute and contra R*-irresolute. 

Proof: Obvious 

Remark: 4.3. The converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown in following example. 

Example: 4.4.Let X = {a, b,c}=Y and   = { X,  , {a},{b},{a,b}} and let  

 = {Y, ,{b},{c},{b,c}}. Let f: X →Y be defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = c ,f(c) = a. Here the inverse image of 

every R*- open set of Y is R*-open in X but not R*- clopen in X. Hence f is R*- irresolute but neither totally 

R*- irresolute nor contra R*-irresolute. 

Remark: 4.5 The concepts totally continuous and totally R*-irresolute are independent to each other shown 

by following examples.                      

Example: 4.6. Consider example 3.7.f is totally continuous but not totally R*-irresolute. 

Example: 4.7. Let X = {a, b, c, d} and   = { X,  , {a},{b},{a, b },{b, c},{a, b, c},{b, c, d}} and let Y= {a, 

b, c, d} ,  = {Y,  ,{a},{b},{a, b},{a, b, c},{a, b, d}.  

Let f: X →Y defined as an identity mapping. f is totally R*- irresolute but not totally continuous.                

Theorem: 4.8. Every totally R*- irresolute function is totally R*-continuous function. 

Proof: Obvious                                             

Theorem: 4.9. Every totally R*-irresolute function is quasi R*-irresolute function. 

Proof: Let f: X  Y be a totally R*-irresolute function. Let V be a R*- clopen subset of Y. Since f is totally 

R*-irresolute, (V) is R*-clopen subset of X. Therefore, f is quasi R*-irresolute function.                                                                  
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Remark: 4.10. The converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown in the following example. 

Example: 4.11. Every quasi R*-irresolute function is need not be totally R*-irresolute function.  Let X = {a, 

b, c} and  = {X, , {a},{b}{a, b}} and let Y= {a, b, c},  = {Y,  ,{b},{c},{b, c}}. Let f: X →Y be 

defined by f(a) = b, f(b) = c, f(c) = a. Here f is quasi R*- irresolute but not totally R*-irresolute.                                                                                                                                                  

Remark: 4.12.The concepts of regular set connected and totally R*-irresolute are independent to each other 

as shown by following examples. 

Example: 4.13.  Let X = {a, b, c} =Y and   = { X,  ,{b},{a, c }} and let  

 = {Y, ,{a},{b},{a, b}}. Let f: X →Y be an identity mapping. The mapping is totally R*-irresolute but 

not regular set connected.                                                        

Example: 4.14. Let X = {a, b, c} and    = {X, ,{a},{b, c}} and let Y= {a, b, c} ,   

 = {Y, ,{a}, {b},{a, b}Let f : X →Y be defined by f(a )= a, f(b) = c, f(c) = b. f  is totally R*- irresolute 

but not regular set connected. 

 Definition: 4.15. A topological space (X, ) is said to be a R*-space if every  

R*-open (R*-closed) set is open (closed).                      

Theorem: 4.16. If f: X  Y is totally R*-continuous function and Y is an R*- space, then f is totally R*-

irresolute. 

Proof: Let U be R*-open in Y. Since Y is an R*-space, U is open and f is totally  

R*-continuous, (U) is R*-clopen in X. Suppose U is R*-closed, then Y-U is R*-open in Y. By similar 

argument (Y-U) is R*- clopen in X. So  ) - (U) is R*-clopen in X.  X- (U) is R*- clopen in 

X. Then (U) is R*- clopen in X and hence f is totally R*-irresolute.                                                                                            

Theorem: 4.17.If f: X  Y is totally R*-irresolute and g: Y  Z is R*-irresolute, then g o f is totally R*-

irresolute.                                     

Proof:Let U be R*-open subset of Z. Since g is R*-irresolute function, g
-1

(U) is R*-open subset of Y. Since 

f is totally R*-irresolute function, f
-1

(g
-1

(U)) is R* -clopen in X. Hence   g o f   is totally R*-irresolute.               

Theorem: 4.18. Let   f: X  Y   and   g: Y  Z be two functions, such that f is quasi R*-irresolute and g is 

totally R*-irresolute, then g o f is totally R*-irresolute.                                     

Proof:Let U be R*-open subset of Z. Since g is totally R*-irresolute function, g
-1

(U) is R*-clopen subset of 

Y. Since f is quasi R*-irresolute function, f
-1

(g
-1

(U)) is R*-clopen in X. Hence   g o f   is totally R*-irresolute 

and contra R*-irresolute. 

Theorem: 4.19. Let   f: X  Y   and g: Y  Z be two functions. Then, if f is totally  

R*-irresolute and g is R*-continuous then g o f is totally R*-continuous. 

Proof: Let U be open subset of Z. Since g is R*-continuous function, g
-1

(U) is R*-open subset of Y. Since f 

is totally R*-irresolute function, f
-1

(g
-1

(U)) is R*- clopen in X. Hence   g o f   is totally R*-continuous. 

Theorem: 4.20. The composition of two totally R*-irresolute functions is totally R*- irresolute. 

Proof:Let U be R*-open subset of Z,then g
-1 

(U) is R*-clopen subset of Y.Since f is totally R*-irresolute 

function.f
-1 

(g
-1

(U)) is R*-clopen in X. Thus g o f   is totally R*-irresolute.  

Theorem: 4.21.  If   f: X  Y is totally R*-irresolute function and X is R*- space, then f is regular set 

connected. 

Proof: Let U be regular open in Y. Since f is totally R*-irresolute, then f
-1

(U) is R*- clopen subset of X. 

Since X is an R*-space, then f
-1

(U) is clopen subset of X. Hence f is regular set connected. 

Definition: 4.22. A function f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called semi totally R*-continuous function if every f
−1

 (V) 

is R*-clopen in (X, τ) for every semi open set V in (Y, σ).                                                Theorem: 4.23. A 

function f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called semi totally R*-continuous function iff the inverse image of every semi-

closed subset V of Y is R*- clopen in X.                                                      Proof: Let V be any semi closed 

set in Y. Then Y-V is semi open in Y. Since f is semi totally R* continuous function, f
-1

(Y-V) is R*-clopen 

in X and so X-f
-1

(V) is R*-clopen in X, then f
−1

 (V) is R*-clopen in X,  on the other hand, if V is semi open 

in Y, then Y-V is semi-closed , by hypothesis  f
-1

 (Y-V) is R*-clopen in X and so X- f
-1

(V) is R*- clopen in 

X.  Then f
−1

 (V) is   R*-clopen in X, then f is semi totally R*-continuous.                                                                                                                

Theorem: 4.24. Every semi totally R*- continuous function is totally R* continuous function. 

Proof: Suppose f: (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is semi totally R* continuous. Let U be any open subset of Y. Since every 

open set is semi open, U is semi open. Since f is semi totally R* continuous, then       

f
-1

(U) is R*-clopen in Y. hence f is totally R*-continuous.                                                                 Remark: 

4.25. Converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by following example.  
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Example: 4.26. Let X = {a, b, c} and τ = {X, ,{a},{b},{a, b},} and let  

Y= {a, b, c},  = {Y, ,{b},{a,c}}.Let f: X →Y be the identity mapping. Here the inverse image of every open 

set of Y is R*- clopen in X but inverse image of every semi open set of Y is not R*- clopen in X .Hence f is 

totally R*-continuous but not semi totally R*- continuous.         

Theorem: 4.27. Every totally R* continuous function is almost contra R*- continuous function.                       

Proof: Let V be regular open in Y. By hypothesis f
-1

 (V) is R*- clopen in X. Hence f is almost contra R* 

continuous functions.                                              

Figure: 4.28. The above discussed relationships are represented by the following diagram. 
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